Adolescence is a period of heightened susceptibility to psychiatric disorders of medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) dysfunction and cognitive impairment. mPFC dopamine (DA) projections reach maturity only in early adulthood, when their control over cognition becomes fully functional. The mechanisms governing this protracted and unique development are unknown. Here we identify dcc as the first DA neuron gene to regulate mPFC connectivity during adolescence and dissect the mechanisms involved. Reduction or loss of dcc from DA neurons by Cre-lox recombination increased mPFC DA innervation. Underlying this was the presence of ectopic DA fibers that normally innervate non-cortical targets. Altered DA input changed the anatomy and electrophysiology of mPFC circuits, leading to enhanced cognitive flexibility. All phenotypes only emerged in adulthood. Using viral Cre, we demonstrated that dcc organizes mPFC wiring specifically during adolescence. Variations in DCC may determine differential predisposition to mPFC disorders in humans. Indeed, DCC expression is elevated in brains of antidepressant-free subjects who committed suicide.
The establishment of dopamine (DA) connectivity within the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) is a process that is ongoing until adulthood. [1] [2] [3] [4] During adolescence, specifically, the mesocortical DA circuit undergoes an intense period of maturation during which DA fiber inputs increase in density and become more populated with presynaptic terminals. Concurrent with these developmental changes, local mPFC neurons shift towards a mature state of responsiveness to the modulatory effects of DA. 5, 6 Correspondingly, higher order cognitive processes that are dependent on mPFC function also undergo profound changes during adolescence and in fact only become fully functional in adulthood. 6, 7 Impairments in cognition are a core feature of a number of psychiatric diseases associated with subtle alterations in mPFC circuitry, such as schizophrenia, depression and drug abuse. [8] [9] [10] [11] Indeed, adolescence is a period of high risk for these psychopathologies. Unraveling the mechanisms that coordinate the unique developmental course of mesocortical DA neurons and their impact on postsynaptic circuits is crucial, and yet these mechanisms are completely unknown.
Deleted in colorectal cancer (DCC), the receptor for the guidance cue netrin-1, is expressed in the brain across the lifespan. 12 Our past work suggests that DCC signaling may be a component of a molecular mechanism that is recruited during the establishment of mPFC DA synaptic connectivity during adolescence. 13, 14 We have demonstrated that dcc haploinsufficiency leads to pre-and postsynaptic structural alterations that appear to be unique to mPFC DA circuitry. Specifically, dcc haploinsufficient mice show increased DA synaptic input and DA release in the mPFC and reduced dendritic spine density of layer V pyramidal neurons. These alterations emerge only in adulthood, suggesting that DCC may be required precisely during the late maturation of mesocortical DA connectivity. 13, 14 Importantly, dcc haploinsufficiency has been identified recently in the human population. 15, 16 Although a number of genes have been identified as having a role in the embryonic development of DA neurons, dcc may be the first candidate gene implicated in their unique adolescent development.
Here, we first sought to confirm that DCC during development is required for appropriate mPFC function in adulthood using the same model of dcc haploinsufficiency as in our previous studies. In these experiments, we examined adult mPFC neuronal function with electrophysiological and behavioral approaches. Next, we undertook to identify the precise temporal window of DCCmediated effects on mPFC DA circuit development and to dissect the underlying mechanisms. To this end, we generated mice with a loss-of-function mutation of the dcc gene in DA neurons exclusively by applying Cre-lox and viral-mediated gene transfer technologies. Both dcc heterozygous and dcc homozygous conditional mice survive to adulthood and appear normal. Thus, we were able to explore for the first time the effects of dcc reduction as well as dcc loss on postnatal brain development. Finally, we measured DCC expression in postmortem brains of depressed suicide completers to begin corroborating a link between DCC and psychiatric disorders of mPFC dysfunction.
MATERIALS AND METHODS Animals
All experiments and procedures were performed in accordance with the guidelines of the Canadian Council of Animal Care and the McGill University/Douglas Mental Health University Institute Animal Care Committee. Experiments were conducted in juvenile (postnatal day (PND) 21 ± 1) and adult (PND 75 ± 15) male mice. Adult female mice were used in the sensorimotor-gating experiments. Mice were weaned at PND 20 and housed with same-sex littermates.
dcc haploinsufficient mice. dcc haploinsufficient male mice were maintained on a BL/6 background and bred with wild-type BL/6 female mice. 17 These mice have targeted disruption of exon 3 and complete loss of DCC expression in the affected allele. 18 dcc conditional mice. The loss-of-function mutation in dcc in DA neurons exclusively was done using the Cre-loxP recombination system. We crossed a line in which Cre-recombinase recognition sequence (loxP)-insertions flanked exon 23 of the dcc gene (dcc-floxed mice; dcc lox/+ ) with a line in which iCre expression is regulated by the DA transporter (DAT; BACDATiCre mice). We generated heterozygous (dcc lox/+ DAT cre ), homozygous (dcc lox/lox DAT cre ) and floxed control (dcc lox/+ or dcc lox/lox ) groups. For details regarding the dcc lox/+ and BAC-DATiCre mice and the characterization experiments conducted on the conditional offspring, see the Supplementary Information.
Behavioral testing
Tests for the attentional set-shifting task (ASST), the elevated plus maze, locomotor activity and prepulse inhibition of acoustic startle response were conducted as described in the Supplementary Information.
Stereological counts
The total number of DA neurons in the VTA and the total number of TH-positive varicosities in the mPFC and nucleus accumbens (NAcc) were evaluated using a stereological fractionator sampling design, with the optical fractionator probe of the Stereo Investigator software (MicroBrightField, Williston, VT, USA) as reported previously 13 and as described in detail in the Supplementary Information.
Golgi-Cox staining
The brains were processed for Golgi-Cox staining, as described. 13 Using Neurolucida (MicrobrightField), we analyzed basilar dendritic spine density of layer V pyramidal neurons in the pregenual mPFC (including Cg1, PrL and IL subregions) and dendritic spine density of medium spiny neurons in the NAcc as repored previously 13, 17 and as described in detail in the Supplementary Information.
Viral-mediated deletion of dcc
To induce selective inactivation of the dcc gene in VTA neurons, we microinjected adeno-associated viruses (AAV-2; 19 ) into the VTA of heterozygous and homozygous dcc-floxed (dcc lox/lox ) mice at either PND 21 or PND 60. Mice received bilateral VTA stereotaxic infusions of AAV expressing a CreGFP fusion protein (AAV-CreGFP) or a control GFP-expressing virus (AAV-GFP). We performed stereological counts of GFP-labeled TH-positive neurons 1 month after surgery to assess the degree of infection. For details see the Supplementary Information.
Electrophysiology
Brain slices from adult male dcc haploinsufficient and wild-type mice were prepared for current-clamp recordings. Electrophysiological data were analyzed off-line using Clampfit (Molecular Devices) for input resistance estimation and firing property analysis. After a recording session, the slices were fixed by immersion in 4% PFA, and the biotin-filled recorded neurons were visualized using a DAB kit (Vector Labs, Burlingame, CA, USA). For details see the Supplementary Information.
Quantification of DCC expression in human brain samples DCC expression was quantified in prefrontal cortex (Brodmann area 44; BA44) tissue samples obtained from a group of suicide completers (N = 30) and age-matched sudden-death controls (N = 35), using qRT-PCR. For details regarding subject information and quantification, see the Supplementary Information.
Statistical analysis
See the Supplementary Information.
RESULTS

Altered mPFC function in dcc haploinsufficiency
We have previously shown that adult dcc haploinsufficient mice exhibit an increase in DA connectivity in the mPFC as well as structural modifications in layer V mPFC pyramidal neurons selectively. 13, 17 To determine whether these pre-and postsynaptic alterations produce changes in mPFC function, we assessed the electrophysiologial properties of layer V mPFC pyramidal neurons in adult dcc haploinsufficient mice (Figure 1 ). For these experiments, we looked at the effects of dcc haploinsufficiency because it is a transgenic model that has a clear ethological validity; dcc haploinsufficiency occurs in the human population. 15, 16 Using the current-clamp technique, we injected stepwise depolarizing currents into Layer V mPFC pyramidal neurons of adult dcc haploinsufficient mice. More current was required to trigger a first spike in neurons from dcc haploinsufficient mice than wild-type controls ( Figure 1a) . Consistently, neurons from dcc haploinsufficient mice had a higher action potential threshold (Figure 1b ). Even at high currents, neurons from dcc haploinsufficient mice tended to display fewer action potentials than their wild-type counterparts (Figure 1c ). Resting membrane potentials and input resistance were not different between genotypes (data not shown). We confirmed the identity and location of the recorded cells by injecting biotin at the time of recording. These results show that layer V mPFC pyramidal neurons have reduced excitability. These findings now confirm that DCC is required for the development of local mPFC circuitry and, in turn, for the normal function of the adult mPFC.
To identify how DCC is involved in mPFC-dependent cognitive processes, we assessed cognitive flexibility in the dcc haploinsufficiency model. Thus, we examined the ability of adult dcc haploinsufficient mice to make adaptive responses to a changing environment by successfully shifting their attention between two stimulus dimensions (digging medium to odor). We used the Attentional Set-Shifting Task 20 in which mice were trained to dig for a food reward placed in one of two small pots each marked by a unique combination of a digging medium and an odor. Mice had to perform the following: (1) a simple discrimination (s.d.) between two digging mediums, (2) a compound discrimination (CD) during which an odor dimension was introduced, but digging medium remained the rewarded cue, (3) an intradimensional shift (ID) in which both digging medium and odor were changed, but digging medium remained the rewarded cue and (4) an extradimensional shift (ED) in which odor, instead of digging medium, became the rewarded stimulus dimension. Performance during the ED task, specifically, is what is considered to be a measure of cognitive flexibility and is known to be dependent on mPFC function. ED set shifting is impaired following lesion of the mPFC in rodents and of the dorsolateral PFC in primates, but performance in other aspects of the task remains intact. 20, 21 There were no differences in discrimination learning between genotypes, as they performed similarly in the SD, CD and ID tasks (Figure 1d) . Remarkably, however, dcc haploinsufficient mice showed greater cognitive flexibility; they performed significantly better in the ED part of the task than wild-type control littermates (Figure 1d ). Increased cognitive flexibility in dcc haploinsufficient mice did not result from differences in anxiety. Mice of both genotypes spent a similar amount of time in, and had a similar number of entries into, the open arm of an elevated plus maze (Figure 1e) .
Notably, deficits in cognitive flexibility have been observed in DA-related psychopathologies associated with mPFC dysfunction, including schizophrenia, depression and drug abuse. [8] [9] [10] We have previously proposed that reduced DCC confers protection against developing traits associated with these psychiatric disorders and that this protection results from selective changes in mPFC function. 22 The greater cognitive flexibility observed in adult dcc haploinsufficient mice, which is associated with reduced excitability of layer V mPFC pyramidal neurons, extends and further supports dcc haploinsufficiency as a model of resilience. These findings warrant investigating whether dcc heterozygous humans display enhanced adaptive responses as well as resilience to certain psychopathologies.
In the next series of experiments, we aimed to dissect how DCC expression within DA neurons contributes to the development of mPFC circuitry, which in turn has a profound, yet specific, impact on mPFC function and cognition.
The pre-and postsynaptic organization of mPFC DA circuitry requires dcc function within DA neurons DCC-floxed DAT-iCre mice. dcc haploinsufficiency leads to preand postsynaptic structural and functional changes in mPFC DA circuitry, including altered mPFC-dependent cognitive flexibility. Our next goal was to begin dissecting the precise mechanisms mediating these effects. Thus, we examined whether DCC signaling within DA neurons orchestrates their innervation to the mPFC and in turn the organization of local mPFC circuitry. We bred conditional mice in which the dcc gene undergoes a loss-offunction mutation in DA neurons, exclusively, using a Cre-loxP recombination system. This was accomplished by crossing dccfloxed mice (dcc lox/+ ; 23 ) with DAT-iCre mice (DAT cre ; 24 ). dcc-floxed mice carry two loxP sites in the intronic sequences flanking exon 23 of the dcc gene. Exon 23 contains 163 nucleotides and encodes an amino-acid sequence that spans a portion of the extracellular and transmembrane domains of DCC. We confirmed by western analysis that the loxP insertions do not disrupt DCC expression and that both dcc lox/+ and dcc lox/lox genotypes can serve as control groups (data not shown). (a-c) Depolarizing current steps (30pA) were injected into layer V pyramidal neurons of the pregenual mPFC (spanning the cingulate 1 and prelimbic subregions) to estimate the rheobase current, which was defined as the first current step capable of eliciting one action potential. (a) The average injected current that was required to trigger an action potential (1st spike) was significantly higher in adult dcc haploinsufficient mice compared with wild-type littermate controls (wild-type: n = 6; dcc haploinsufficient: n = 8; t (12) = 3.013, P = 0.0108). (b) The average action potential threshold of Layer V pyramidal neurons is significantly higher in dcc haploinsufficient mice (wild-type: n = 6; dcc haploinsufficient: n = 8; t (12) = 3.788, P = 0.0026. (c) Representative membrane potential traces recorded from mPFC layer V pyramidal neurons of wild-type and dcc haploinsufficient mice. Note that more current steps are needed to trigger action potential formation in dcc haplosinsufficient mice. (d) dcc haploinsufficient mice exhibit increased behavioral flexibility in the Attentional Set-Shifting Task. No differences were observed between dcc haploinsufficient and wild-type mice in the mean number of trials to criterion required to solve the SD, CD, and ID tasks, indicating no differences in discrimination learning between the two genotypes (wild-type: n = 8; dcc haploinsufficient: n = 9; two-way repeated measures ANOVA, no significant main effect of genotype: F (1,15) = 0.285, P = 0.601; no significant interaction: F (2,30) = 0.463, P = 0.634). However, dcc haploinsufficient mice performed better than wild-type littermates in the ED part of the task (t (15) = 2.723, P = 0.0157), indicating superior mPFC-dependent behavioral flexibility in these mice. (e) The difference in performance in the Attentional Set-Shifting Task is not attributable to genotypic differences in anxiety. There were no differences between genotypes in either the percent of entries into, or the percentage of time spent in, the open arm of the elevated plus maze, indicating that both groups displayed comparable levels of anxiety. Statistical analysis was performed on the raw data (wild-type: n = 17; dcc; haploinsufficient: n = 15; number of entries into open arm: t (30) = 0.081, P = 0.936; time spent in open arm: t (30) = 0.214, P = 0.832).
To verify Cre-mediated recombination within ventral tegmental area (VTA) DA neurons, we amplified a portion of the dcc gene that includes the region flanked by the loxP sites (Figure 2a , see schematic). The predicted length of the wild-type allele PCR product is of~5700 bp, which is too large to amplify. Consistent with this, no band was obtained from control mice (Figure 2a ). In contrast, the product obtained from conditional mice was of 374 bp, confirming Cre-mediated recombination. Cre-recombination was specific to DA neurons because PCR conducted with DNA extracted from the red nucleus of dcc lox/lox DAT cre mice did not yield an amplification product (data not shown). The red nucleus has robust DCC expression but lacks DA neurons. Consistent with our PCR experiment confirming Cre-mediated recombination of dcc and deletion of exon 23, in situ hybridization using a DIGlabeled riboprobe against exon 23 shows a marked decrease in the number of DA cells positive for dcc (data not shown). Deletion of exon 23 produces a frameshift mutation that results in a number of new putative premature stop codons. To determine whether an mRNA product is transcribed from the recombined dcc allele, we conducted RT-PCR on cDNA of VTA tissue taken from conditional mice. We found two bands; one corresponding to the wild-type allele (amplified from dcc-expressing VTA cells that do not express DAT) and one corresponding to the recombined mRNA product, which was barely detectable (Figure 2b ). Together, our findings indicate that dcc mRNA from the recombined dcc allele is present at levels barely above detection and is therefore likely unstable. Consistent with these findings, two other groups reported a loss of DCC function in dcc-floxed mice that were crossed with lines that express Cre under a ubiquitous promoter or a promoter of the alpha-subunit of the Calcium-dependent kinase II gene. 23, 25 Indeed, the number of VTA DA neurons expressing DCC protein in adult conditional homozygous (dcc lox/lox DAT cre ) mice was markedly reduced in comparison with dcc-floxed controls; this pattern was maintained across the rostro-caudal axis ( Figure 2c ). We next assessed the extent of the decrease in DCC expression across genotypes by conducting western analysis on tissue punches from the nucleus accumbens (NAcc). In contrast to the VTA, DA fibers are the exclusive source of DCC expression in the NAcc. We found that DCC levels are decreased by~54% in dcc lox/+ DAT cre mice and by~77% in dcc lox/lox DAT cre mice ( Figure 2d ). To determine whether the absence (that is, dcc lox/lox DAT cre ) or reduction (that is, dcc lox/+ DAT cre ; conditional dcc heterozygous) of dcc expression by individual DA neurons would affect their survival, we conducted stereological counts of DA neurons in the VTA and substantia nigra pars compacta (SNc) and found no differences in cell counts across genotypes ( Figure 2e ). Both dcc lox/+ DAT cre and dcc lox/lox DAT cre genotypes survive to adulthood and do not exhibit any overt phenotypic differences from control dcc-floxed littermates upon broad physical inspection. We examined both dcc lox/+ DAT cre and dcc lox/lox DAT cre mice in our studies in order to study the effects of inducing either a reduction or an absence of DCC expression in individual DA neurons. Subtle variations in DCC expression are of particular interest to us because they appear to be linked to individual differences in susceptibility to DA-related psychopathology. 22, 26 DCC expression by DA neurons is required for appropriate innervation to the mPFC. To assess the role of DCC function within DA neurons on the development of mesocorticolimbic DA circuitry, we first quantified the total number of DA presynaptic terminals in the mPFC and NAcc of adult conditional mice (dcc lox/+ DAT cre and dcc lox/lox DAT cre ) and dcc-floxed control littermates. We examined cingulate 1 and prelimbic subregions of the pregenual mPFC. TH-positive varicosities were used as the counting unit to obtain a measure of DA presynaptic terminal density. 27 Although norepinephrine neurons also innervate the mPFC, the TH antibody we used rarely co-labels with norepinephrine fibers in this region. 28 Stereological counts of DA varicosities within the mesocortical DA projection were performed on tracings around the dense TH-positive fiber innervation to the mPFC inner layers. We first delineated each traced region on micrographs taken with a ×5 objective to clearly distinguish this heavily innervated area from the other more superficial cortical layers. 13 Our results show that DCC within DA neurons is required for the appropriate organization of synaptic connectivity within mPFC DA circuits. dcc lox/+ DAT cre and dcc lox/lox DAT cre mice displayed a significant increase (approximately twofold) in the total number of DA varicosities in both cingulate 1 and prelimbic subregions of the mPFC (Figure 3a ). Underlying this regionally selective phenotype was an increase in the span (that is, volume measurement in cubic micrometers) of the dense DA fiber innervation to the inner layers of these subregions; DA varicosity density, however, was not different between dcc conditional mice and dcc-floxed controls (Figure 3a ). The volume of the DA projection to the mPFC inner layers was estimated from the Figure 2 . Conditional deletion of exon 23 of the dcc gene produces a loss-of-function mutation in DA neurons. Mice were engineered to carry a mutation in the dcc gene exclusively within dopamine neurons using the Cre-loxP recombination system. (a) The schematic illustrates how Cre-mediated recombination of the dcc gene will be triggered in mice from this line if they carry (1) LoxP sequences flanking exon 23 of dcc and (2) a Cre-recombinase insertion that is under transcriptional control by the DAT promoter. A PCR performed on genomic DNA obtained from tissue punches taken from the ventral tegmental area (VTA) using the primer pair represented in the schematic did not yield a PCR product in dcc-floxed (dcc lox/lox ) control littermates. In this case, the predicted size of the PCR product in the non-recombined gene is of 5700 bp, which is too large to amplify. However, a 374 bp product was amplified from the DNA obtained from a dcc lox/lox DAT cre mouse, confirming successful recombination of the dcc gene. (b) The recombined dcc gene does not produce detectable levels of mRNA. An RT-PCR performed on cDNA of VTA tissue punches of dcc lox/lox , dcc lox/+ DAT cre and dcc lox/lox DAT cre produced two bands: (1) a larger product corresponding to the wild-type allele (arrowhead), amplified from DCC-expressing cells in the VTA that are not DAT+ DA neurons and (2) a smaller product corresponding to the recombined mRNA (arrow), which was barely above detectable levels. (c) DCC expression in the VTA of dcc lox/lox DAT cre mice was markedly reduced in comparison with dcc lox/lox control mice. A cluster of DA neurons in the ventrolateral VTA continue to express DCC. This is a region of robust DAT expression. The reason why DCC expression persists in this grouping of cells is unknown. Scale bars = 250 μm. 64 Representative micrograph of a TH-labeled coronal section through the VTA and SNc (see schematic) used in the stereological analysis. No differences were found across genotypes in the stereological counts of DA neurons in the VTA and SNc (dcc lox/lox : n = 6; dcc lox/+ DAT cre : n = 7; dcc lox/lox DAT cre : n = 7; two-way repeated measures ANOVA: no significant main effect of genotype, F (2,17) = 1.129, P = 0.3463; no significant interaction, F (2, 17) , P = 0.72).
dcc orchestrates adolescent mPFC maturation C Manitt et al original tracings made around the TH-labeled fibers using the Cavalieri method. The changes in DA synaptic connectivity appear to be specific to certain mPFC subregions because volume estimates of TH-positive varicosities in the infralimbic subregion were similar across genotypes (data not shown), consistent with our previous findings. 13 Although this increase in DA input to the mPFC observed in dcc conditional mice has a graded distribution, with effects increasing in a ventral to dorsal manner (IL o PrLoCg1), we have not observed a gradient of netrin-1 expression in the mPFC. 13 Notably, in light of evidence showing clear dcc orchestrates adolescent mPFC maturation C Manitt et al 5 dorso-ventral distinctions in the role of the mPFC in drug-seeking behavior, dcc conditional mice may exhibit phenotypes in Cg1/PrL -dependent, but not IL-dependent, behaviors. [29] [30] [31] DA synaptic changes appear to be selective to the mPFC because there are no differences in the total number of THpositive varicosities in the NAcc across genotypes (Figure 3c) . Notably, here and in our previous studies, we have found that in the NAcc all DA fibers co-label with DCC and are the exclusive source of DCC expression within this region. However, in stark contrast, a very scarce number of DA fibers express DCC in the mPFC. 13 This clear, target-dependent expression suggests that DCC has a role in the segregating DA fiber innervation between these two regions, in which the vast majority DA axons, which are DCC-positive, innervate the NAcc and only a minor subset of DA fibers, which are DCC-negative, innervate the mPFC. To test this idea, we assessed whether the enlarged span of DA innervation to the mPFC inner layers that we observed in dcc conditional mice coincides with an increase in the number of DCC-positive DA varicosities. We performed stereological counts of DCC/THpositive varicosities in the mPFC of conditional dcc heterozygous (dcc lox/+ DAT cre ) and control dcc-floxed mice. As expected, affected DCC/TH-positive fibers in the mPFC of conditional dcc homozygous (dcc lox/lox DAT cre ) mice were not detectable because of their complete lack of DCC expression; these fibers could not be visualized by DCC immunolabeling and therefore could not be assessed. Thus, for this analysis only mice with the dcc lox/+ DAT cre genotype could be studied. We found that indeed the density of DA varicosities expressing DCC is markedly increased in both cingulate 1 and prelimbic subregions in dcc lox/+ DAT cre mice (Figure 3b ). These findings support the idea that when DCC function is disrupted, discrete regions of the mPFC receive ectopic innervation of DCC-positive DA fibers. Only sporadic DA fibers in the projection to the mPFC express DCC (~2%). Thus, the two-to threefold increase in DCC/TH-positive varicosities represents an increase of~2-6% in the number of mPFC DA varicosities that express DCC. It is likely that this is an underestimate, as decreased
It is possible that these ectopic DA fibers originate from the NAcc or other non-cortical DA targets but that we are unable to detect this relative decrease in TH-positive varicosities in regions that are densely innervated with DA. Indeed, stereological counts of TH-positive varicosities indicate that the total number of varicosities in the NAcc is~40-fold greater than in the mPFC (Figures 3a and c) . Thus, the increase in the total number of THpositive varicosities in the mPFC observed in the heterozygous and homozygous dcc conditional mice (Figure 3a) would correspond approximately to only 2.5% of the total number of varicosity counts obtained in the NAcc. This value is less than the s.e. of the mean number of NAcc counts (Figure 3c) .
The DA projection to the mPFC continues to develop until early adulthood, and it undergoes substantial maturation during adolescence. [1] [2] [3] [4] This gradual developmental program is unique to the mesocortical DA projection; the DA innervation to the striatum for example achieves adult density soon after birth. 4, 32 Similarly, both norepinephrine and serotoninergic mPFC innervations mature early postnatally as well. 33, 34 Given this protracted development, we speculated that the anatomical changes observed in the mPFC of conditional mice would only become evident in adulthood. To assess this idea, we performed stereological counts of TH-positive varicosities in the mPFC and NAcc of juvenile (PND 21) dcc lox/+ DAT cre , dcc lox/lox DAT cre and dccfloxed mice. Our results confirmed no differences across genotypes at this early age (see Supplementary Figure 1a , and a comparison to adult data). Furthermore, exhaustive perusal of the cingulate 1 and prelimbic mPFC subregions revealed an almost complete absence of DCC-positive DA fibers in juvenile dcc lox/+ DAT cre and dcc-floxed mice. Together, these experiments confirm that the increased span of DA innervation to the mPFC that is observed in adult dcc conditional mice has not yet emerged in juvenile PND 21 mice, and suggest that dcc expression by DA neurons plays a role in the development of their mPFC projection during adolescence.
DCC-directed DA innervation to the mPFC determines pyramidal neuron dendritic spine density. We next asked whether the effects of DCC within DA neurons on mesocortical DA innervation would also dictate the structure of postsynaptic neurons and the resulting architecture of local mPFC circuitry. In our previous studies we showed that Layer V pyramidal neurons of adult, but not juvenile, dcc haploinsufficient mice have reduced dendritic spine densities, 13 ,17 which we show here are associated with reduced neuronal excitability (Figures 1a and c) . Layer V pyramidal neurons express low levels of DCC. 13 Therefore, it is unclear whether the changes observed in these neurons in dcc haploinsufficient mice are cell autonomous or a consequence of the altered DA innervation. Notably, layer V receives the densest DA innervation in the mPFC. 35 In the present study, we could dissociate these two events using conditional mice.
Both dcc lox/+ DAT cre and dcc lox/lox DAT cre mice showed a significant reduction in dendritic spine density of layer V pyramidal neurons compared with dcc-floxed control littermates (Figure 3d ). These alterations were indistinguishable between dcc heterozygous and homozygous conditional mice. We did not observe any alterations in dendritic spine density in NAcc medium spiny neurons across genotypes (Figure 3d ). Thus, our results establish that when DCC function is compromised, the neuroanatomical changes observed in mPFC pyramidal neurons are a consequence of altered DA innervation. These findings show that during normal postnatal development DCC-directed DA innervation can determine the organization of local mPFC DA circuitry. These effects of dcc may interact with those of proteins that have recently been 64 ) were immunolabeled with TH for stereological analysis of DA varicosity innervation to the cortical inner layers. Left panel, micrograph illustrating how contours were drawn around the TH-positive fiber innervation to the mPFC inner layers within each subregion of interest (Cg1, PrL; see white tracing). Scale bar = 500 μm. Right panel, representative micrograph of TH-positive immunoreactivity in the mPFC inner layers that was used for stereological counting (taken with a ×100 objective). TH-positive varicosities were defined as dilated elements associated with axonal processes. Scale bar = 10 μm. Stereological estimates of total TH-positive varicosity number was estimated using a stereological fractionator sampling design, with the optical fractionator probe of the Stereo Investigator software. Conditional dcc mice exhibited an increase in the total number of TH-positive varicosities innervating the inner layers of the mPFC (dcc lox/lox : n = 5; dcc lox/+ DAT cre : n = 4; dcc lox/lox DAT cre : n = 5; twoway repeated measures ANOVA, main effect of genotype: F (2,11) = 5.362, P = 0.0293; main effect of mPFC subregion (repeated measure): F (1,11) = 21.34, P = 0.0013; no significant interaction: F (2,11) = 0.898, P = 0.4410). Underlying this increase was a larger volume of dense THpositive innervation of the mPFC inner layers (two-way repeated measures ANOVA, main effect of genotype: F (2,11) = 5.046, P = 0.028; main effect of mPFC subregion (repeated measure): F (1,11) = 18.03, P = 0.0014; no significant interaction: F (2,11) = 1.653, P = 0.236). There were no differences in the density of TH-positive innervation (two-way repeated measures ANOVA, no main effect of genotype: F (2,11) = 1.583, P = 0.249; main effect of mPFC subregion (repeated measure): F (1,11) = 9.816, P = 0.0095; no significant interaction: F (2,11) = 3.062, P = 0.0877). Note: while our two-way ANOVAs revealed main effects of genotype in (1) the total TH-positive varicosity number and (2) volume of TH-positive innervation, the presence of a significant interaction between genotype and mPFC subregion was not detected. Therefore, post hoc analyses were not required. (b) Conditional dcc mice exhibited an increase in DA innervation to the mPFC inner layers by DA varicosities that were double-labeled with DCC. Schematics generated by Neurolucida explorer (Microbrightfield) illustrating the distribution of DCC/TH-positive (green triangles) varicosity counts made within the dense TH-positive projection in one brain section (see red tracing in schematic) in a dcc lox/lox versus dcc lox/+ DAT cre mouse. The counts for each brain were performed across five coronal sections through the pregenual mPFC. The mean density of DCC/TH-positive varicosities was increased two-to threefold in the Cg1 and PrL in comparison with wild-type littermates (dcc lox/lox : n = 4; dcc lox/+ DAT cre : n = 4; two-way repeated measures ANOVA, main effect of genotype: F (1,6) = 17.54, P = 0.006; main effect of mPFC cortex subregion (repeated measure): F (1,6) = 3.97, P = 0.094; no significant interaction: F (1,6) = 1.471, P = 0.271). Note: while our two-way ANOVA revealed a main effect of genotype in the density of DCC/TH-positive varicosities in the mPFC, the presence of a significant interaction between genotype and mPFC cortex subregion was not detected. Post hoc analyses were therefore not required. (c) There was no difference between genotypes in the total number of TH-positive varicosities in the NAcc (dcc lox/lox : n = 4; dcc lox/+ DAT cre : n = 4; dcc lox/lox DAT cre : n = 4; oneway ANOVA, no main effect of genotype, F (2,9) = 0.556, P = 0.5918). (d) Conditional dcc loss-of-function within DA neurons, exclusively, produces postsynaptic structural changes in mPFC Layer V pyramidal neurons. dcc orchestrates adolescent mPFC maturation C Manitt et al reported to influence the structure and function of developing pyramidal neurons in the postnatal PFC. 36 These results suggest that the functional phenotypes observed in the mPFC of dcc haploinsufficient will also be recapitulated in dcc conditional mice. We are currently examining the electrophysiological properties of layer V pyramidal neurons, and mPFC-dependent cognitive processing, in adolescent and adult dcc lox/+ DAT cre and dcc lox/lox DAT cre mice.
Behavioral phenotypes of dcc conditional mice. We then tested behaviors that require the coordinated function of DA in the NAcc and mPFC. Specifically, we assessed behavioral indices of DA function that emerge in response to the stimulant drug amphetamine. Adult dcc lox/+ DAT cre and dcc lox/lox DAT cre mice did not exhibit different locomotor activity from control dcc-floxed littermates either at baseline or following a single injection of saline (Figure 4a ). However, when these mice were given an injection of 2.5 mg kg − 1 of d-amphetamine sulphate, both dcc lox/+ DAT cre and dcc lox/lox DAT cre showed blunted locomotor responses relative to dcc-floxed littermate controls. Drug-induced locomotion between dcc lox/+ DAT cre and dcc lox/lox DAT cre mice was not statistically different. There were no differences in stereotype counts across genotypes, ruling out the possibility that the measures of locomotion were affected by genotypic differences in drug-induced stereotype (data not shown). Remarkably, reduced sensitivity to amphetamine in conditional mice only emerged in Figure 4 . dcc conditional mice exhibit blunted behavioral responses to amphetamine only in adulthood. (a) There were no differences across genotypes in locomotor activity, either at baseline (dcc lox/lox : n = 11; dcc lox/+ DAT cre : n = 12; dcc lox/lox DAT cre : n = 7; two-way repeated measures ANOVA, no significant main effect of genotype: F (2,26) = 0.1123, P = 0.894; no significant interaction: F (4,52) = 0.996, P = 0.418) or following a single injection of saline (two-way repeated measures ANOVA, no significant main effect of genotype: F (2,26) = 0.481, P = 0.623; no significant interaction: F (16, 208) = 0.786, P = 0.70). However, dcc conditional mice (dcc lox/+ DAT cre and dcc lox/lox DAT cre ) exhibited reduced locomotor activity following an acute injection of amphetamine relative to dcc-floxed control littermates (two-way repeated measures ANOVA, significant main effect of genotype: F (2, 27) = 6.747, P = 0.0042; significant interaction: F (40, 540) = 5.104, P o0.0001). (b) Remarkably, juvenile dcc conditional mice did not exhibit blunted responses to amphetamine. No significant differences were observed across genotypes in locomotor activity at baseline (two-way repeated measures ANOVA, no significant main effect of genotype: F (2, 42) = 0.528, P = 0.597; no significant interaction: F (4,42) = 1.085, P = 0.376), following a single injection of saline (two-way repeated measures, no significant main effect of genotype: F (2,168) = 0.912, P = 0.417; no significant interaction: F (16,168) = 0.979, P = 0.481), or following a single acute injection of amphetamine (two-way repeated measures ANOVA, no significant main effect of genotype: F (2, 420) = 1.072, P = 0.36; no significant interaction: F (40, 420) = 0.894, P = 0.657). (c) dcc conditional mice exhibited resilience to amphetamine-induced deficits in sensorimotor gating. dcc-floxed littermate controls exhibited an impairment in pre-pulse inhibition at lower pre-pulses following an amphetamine (2.8 mg kg (Figure 4b ). These data recapitulate our previous findings showing blunted locomotor responses to stimulant drugs of abuse in adult, but not in postnatal day 21 ± 1 or postnatal day 35 ± 2, dcc haploinsufficient mice. 17, 22, 37 Amphetamine-induced locomotion is dependent on DA release in the NAcc, but this can be modulated by DA transmission in the mPFC. [38] [39] [40] We have proposed that increased DA innervation and enhanced DA concentrations in the mPFC of adult mice that develop with compromised dcc function underlies the blunted locomotor phenotype in these mice in adulthood. 17, 22, 37 We recently conducted a study that supports this idea; preliminary data indicate that removal of mPFC DA transmission in adult dcc dcc orchestrates adolescent mPFC maturation C Manitt et al 9 haploinsufficient mice reverses their blunted amphetamineinduced locomotion (MP and CF, unpublished observations).
We then assessed differences in sensorimotor-gating function across genotypes using the prepulse inhibition test. Prepulse inhibition measures the ability of a mild stimulus (prepulse) to suppress the startle response elicited by a subsequent stronger stimulus and depends on mesocorticolimbic DA function. 41 We found no differences across genotypes in baseline prepulse inhibition (data not shown). However, control dcc-floxed mice exhibited impaired prepulse inhibition following a single injection of 2.8 mg kg − 1 of amphetamine, consistent with previous reports. 17 In contrast, dcc lox/+ DAT cre and dcc lox/lox DAT cre mice were resilient to amphetamine-induced deficits in prepulse inhibition (Figure 4c) . Notably, in this particular test, the dcc lox/lox DAT cre group consistently exhibited a mean response that had a high degree of variance. Closer inspection indicated that the data set did not have a bimodal distribution. Our findings confirm that behavioral responses to stimulant drugs of abuse that engage mesocorticolimbic DA function are attenuated in animals that develop with compromised DCC function within DA neurons only. Altered DA-dependent responses to stimulant drugs of abuse have been reported by subjects with psychopathologies associated with mPFC dysfunction, including schizophrenia, depression and drug abuse. [42] [43] [44] Our findings suggest that reduced dcc confers resilience to developing these abnormalities.
The organization of mPFC DA circuitry requires DCC during adolescence. Our results show that DCC within DA neurons is required for the appropriate organization of mesocortical DA connectivity during a specific developmental time window, which appears to coincide with adolescence. Here we asked whether compromising DCC function in adolescence would be sufficient to produce the same anatomical and behavioral phenotypes in adulthood that are exhibited by the dcc conditional mice. We defined early adolescence as postnatal day 21-32, mid-adolescence as postnatal day 33-44 and late adolescence as postnatal day 45-60. 6 We used an adeno-associated virus (AAV) vector expressing Cre-recombinase fused with green fluorescence protein (GFP) 19, 45 to delete exon 23 of the dcc gene. We employed the AAV-2 strain, which conveys selective expression in neurons with no potential for retrograde infection of afferent inputs, limiting the deletion to local neuronal cell bodies. 46 AAV-CreGFP or AAV-expressing GFP alone as a control (AAV-GFP) were microinjected bilaterally into the VTA of dcc-floxed mice. In the VTA, dopamine neuron infection with this AAV peaks at~2-3 weeks after injection. 19 Thus, we performed the viral microinfusions at postnatal day 21 to reach maximal infection rates during adolescence. To study the effects of both dcc reduction and dcc loss in individual neurons, we injected both heterozygous dccfloxed (dcc lox/+ ) and homozygous dcc-floxed (dcc lox/lox ) mice that were allowed to develop normally until the onset of early Figure 5 . Viral-mediated recombination during adolescence produces the same anatomical and behavioral adult phenotypes exhibited by dcc conditional mice. (a) Schematics, AAV-CreGFP or control AAV-GFP viruses were microinjected bilaterally into the VTA of juvenile (PND 21) heterozygous and homozygous dcc-floxed mice (dcc lox/+ and dcc lox/lox ). In adulthood (PND 60-15), (1) amphetamine-induced locomotor activity and (2) the extent of DA innervation to the mPFC were measured. Micrographs show the distribution of the control AAV-GFP virus (green) in the TH-positive fibers (red) in the NAcc and mPFC, providing validation of successful infection of mesocorticolimbic projecting VTA DA neurons. Scale bar = 500 μm. (b) Stereological analysis of VTA and SNc DA neurons showed that, as expected, more DA neurons were infected with the AAV-CreGFP virus in the targeted VTA than in the SNc (VTA: n = 11 and SNc: n = 11, t (20) = 6.775, P o0.0001). Consistent with previous reports, an average of~70% of DA neurons were infected. 19 Stereological estimates of total DA cell number were the same across virus treatment groups and were comparable to the numbers reported in the wild-type mouse brain (AAV-GFP: n = 4 and AAV-CreGFP: n = 11; t (13) = 0.902, P = 0.383). This indicates that neither the viral infection procedure nor the loss of DCC expression affected DA neuron survival. Brain sections through the VTA of adult dcc lox/lox mice injected with the AAV-CreGFP or control AAV-GFP viruses in adolescence were triple immunolabeled with TH (blue), GFP (green) and DCC (red). A robust decrease in DCC immunoreactivity was observed in TH-positive DA neurons infected with the AAV-CreGFP virus but not with the control AAV-GFP. Scale bars = 500 μm. (c) Reduction or complete removal of DCC from individual VTA neurons from early adolescence onward is sufficient to reproduce the adult phenotypes observed in dcc conditional mice. dcc lox/+ and dcc lox/lox mice that received injections of AAV-CreGFP in early adolescence had an enlarged volume of TH-positive dense fiber innervation to the cortical inner layers in adulthood relative to dcc-floxed mice that received injections of AAV-GFP (control AAV-GFP virus group: n = 3, dcc lox/+ -CreGPF virus: n = 5, dcc lox/lox -CreGPF virus: n = 4; Two-way repeated measures ANOVA, main effect of genotype-virus group: F (2,9) = 5.498, P = 0.0275; main effect of mPFC cortex subregion (repeated measure): F (1,9) = 47.53, Po 0.0001; no significant interaction: F (2,9) = 0.686, P = 0.528). Note: while our two-way ANOVA revealed a main effect of genotype-virus group in the volume of TH-positive innervation to the mPFC inner layers, the presence of a significant interaction between genotype-virus and mPFC cortex subregion was not detected. Post hoc analyses were therefore not required. (d) Compromising DCC expression in VTA neurons from early adolescence also reproduced the blunted behavioral responses to amphetamine observed in the adult dcc conditional mice. Both dcc lox/+ -CreGFP and dcc lox/loxCreGPF mice exhibited reduced locomotor activity in the first hour after an amphetamine challenged (2.5 mg kg show TH-positive DA neurons in the VTA infected with virus. Scale bars = 500 μm. Stereological analysis of VTA and SNc DA neurons infected with the AAV-CreGFP virus shows a greater percentage of DA neurons infected in the targeted VTA than in the SNc (VTA: n = 3 and SNc: n = 3, t (4) = 3.343, P o0.029). Estimates of total DA neuron number in both virus treatment groups are consistent with previous reports on DA cell number in the normal adult mouse brain (AAV-GFP: n = 3 and AAV-CreGFP: n = 3; t (4) = 1.141, P = 0.317). (f) dcc lox/+ mice that received injections of AAV-CreGFP in adulthood did not exhibit an increased volume of DA fiber innervation to the cortical inner layers in comparison with mice that received the control AAV-GFP virus (control AAV-GFP virus: n = 3, dcc lox/+ -CreGPF virus: n = 3; two-way repeated measures ANOVA, no main effect of genotype: F (1,4) = 0.004, P = 0.954; main effect of region (repeated measure): F (1,4) = 99.73, P = 0.0006; no significant interaction: F (1,4) = 7.418, P = 0.053). (g) In heterozygous dcc-floxed mice, compromising DCC expression in VTA neurons in adulthood did not lead to blunted behavioral responses to amphetamine compared with mice that received the control AAV-GFP virus. dcc lox/+ -CreGFP mice exhibited a similar level of locomotor activity as control dcc lox/+ -GFP mice in the first hour after a 2.5 mg kg − 1 amphetamine challenge (control AAV-GFP virus group: n = 6, dcc lox/+ -CreGFP: n = 7; two-way repeated measures ANOVA, no main effect of genotype: F (1, 6) = 0.070, P = 0.7996; no interaction: F (20, 120) = 0.263, P = 0.999). (h) Brain expression of DCC is elevated in depressed suicide completers. DCC mRNA levels in prefrontal cortex tissue (BA44) obtained from the Quebec Suicide Brain Bank were assessed using qRT-PCR. Brains were matched for individual age and gender, brain pH and postmortem interval (PMI). Mean RNA integrity numbers (RIN) were between 6 and 7. Remarkably, DCC levels were 48% higher in suicide completers in comparison with control subjects (t (63) = 2.287, *P o0.026). Group mean ± s.e.m. of AQ values from qRT-PCR were normalized to GAPDH. Reduction or complete removal of DCC from individual VTA neurons from early adolescence onward is sufficient to reproduce the selective increase in DA innervation to the mPFC observed in adult dcc conditional mice. Cavalieri estimates revealed an enlarged span of DA innervation to the inner layers of the mPFC in both AAV-CreGFP-infected heterozygous and homozygous dcc-floxed adult mice (Figure 5c ). Notably, this effect was observed in the cingulate 1 and prelimbic subregions. Furthermore, reduction or complete removal of DCC from individual VTA neurons from adolescence also reproduced the blunted behavioral responses to amphetamine observed in the adult dcc conditional mice. Both AAV-CreGFP-infected heterozygous and homozygous dcc-floxed mice exhibited reduced locomotor activity when challenged with an injection of 2.5 mg kg − 1 of amphetamine in adulthood, in comparison with mice injected with the control virus (Figure 5d ). All groups showed similar locomotor activity at baseline and following a systemic injection of saline (data not shown). Significantly, the extent of the increase in DA innervation to the mPFC and the level of reduction in sensitivity to the behavioral effects of amphetamine were identical between heterozygous and homozygous dcc-floxed mice injected with AAV-CreGFP.
Our results indicate that reducing dcc expression beginning in early adolescence reproduces the adult phenotypes observed in the dcc conditional mice. These findings suggest a specific role for dcc in the development of mesocortical DA projections during adolescence. However, in this study we could not rule out the possibility that a reduction in dcc in adulthood, specifically, underlies these phenotypes. We therefore induced viral Cremediated recombination of dcc in adult heterozygous dcc-floxed mice (PND 60). A 1-month period following virus infusion elapsed before behavioral testing and neuroanatomical experiments. Stereological analysis confirmed that the AAV-CreGFP and AAV-GFP virus microinjections infected the majority of DA neurons within the targeted VTA and did not affect DA cell survival (Figure 5e ). Heterozygous dcc-floxed mice injected with AAVCreGFP in adulthood did not display altered locomotor responses to amphetamine (Figure 5g) . Furthermore, dcc-floxed mice infected with AAV-CreGFP did not exhibit changes in DA innervation to the mPFC (Figure 5f ). These results confirm that the adult phenotypes induced in dcc-floxed mice receiving viral Cre in early adolescence result from compromised DCC function during adolescent development, specifically.
Taken together, these studies reveal the remarkable finding that dcc function within DA neurons is required for the development of their mPFC connectivity during adolescence: (1) dcc conditional mice do not exhibit any DA-related phenotypes as juveniles, (2) viral studies confirm that compromising dcc function from early adolescence reproduces the phenotypes we observed in adult dcc conditional mice and (3) reducing dcc expression in adult dcc-floxed mice that were allowed to develop normally does not induce these phenotypes. To date, the study of cellular and molecular events underlying the development of DA neurons has been focused on the embryonic and early postnatal periods. However, adolescence is becoming recognized as a crucial stage in the fine-tuning of DA circuitry. Here we identify the first gene involved exclusively in the specific period of late postnatal mesocortical DA development. The implications of our present study are far-reaching. In humans, the risk of developing psychiatric disorders increases markedly during adolescence.
DCC levels are increased in depressed suicide completers Our current findings, together with our previous reports, suggest that reduced dcc expression confers resilience against developing neuroanatomical, neurochemical and behavioral traits associated with mental disorders involving mPFC dysfunction. 13, 17, 26, 37, 47, 48 In order to further substantiate this hypothesis, we measured the level of DCC expression in postmortem brains of depressed human subjects that committed suicide. We chose the BA44 because it is part of the prefrontal cortex and because a number of studies, including those conducted by the authors of the present paper, identify it as a prefrontal cortex subregion in which genes that have been associated with depression are differentially expressed. [49] [50] [51] [52] We used quantitative real-time PCR (qRT-PCR) to assess DCC levels in prefrontal cortex samples of subjects from the Quebec Suicide Brain Bank (Douglas Institute). Thirty suicide completers and thirty-five age-matched sudden death controls were included in the study. Controls subjects had no life history of suicidal behavior, major psychiatric illness or antidepressant treatment. All subjects within the cohort of suicide completers had not been on antidepressants in the last 3 months leading up to their death. Remarkably, DCC levels were~48% higher in suicide completers in comparison with control subjects (Figure 5h ). These data support the idea that dysregulation of DCC may affect mPFC DA connectivity and that its upregulation may predispose to psychiatric illness. Our recent report linking schizophrenia to an SNP in the DCC gene that may be implicated in the regulation of DCC expression is consistent with this. 26 However, we have not yet determined the functional consequences of the SNP. We are currently determining the history of suicide attempts in the schizophrenic subjects that had the SNP. Our studies in dcc loss-offunction transgenic mouse models led us to propose that variations in DCC during development may influence predisposition to mPFC-dependent disorders in humans. 22 The findings presented here lend support to this idea.
DISCUSSION
Eclipsed by the substantial dense innervation to the striatal region, mesocortical DA synaptic inputs are very sparse. However, these exceedingly few cortical DA fibers appear to be strategically organized to profoundly influence mPFC output. Indeed, our study indicates that a subtle change in the number and in the organization of mPFC DA inputs produces structural and functional changes in layer V pyramidal neurons and is associated with marked behavioral effects. Thus, maintaining the extent of DA innervation appears crucial for shaping the architecture and function of adult mPFC circuitry. Here we provide evidence that establishes dcc as the first DA gene involved in this maintenance.
We propose that DCC within certain populations of mesocorticolimbic DA neurons acts on target recognition rather than on early axonal pathfinding. DCC labeling within mesocorticolimbic DA projections is segregated to axons that innervate striatal and other limbic regions. 13 The sparse DA projection to the mPFC contains only sporadic DCC-expressing axons (~2%). This is already observed in juvenile mice and continues into adulthood. The process by which cortical and limbic DA connectivity unfolds is not well understood. However, it is known that mPFC DA neurons extend in the medial forebrain bundle along with DA axons destined to innervate limbic regions and in fact reach their cortical targets via the striatum. 1 It is possible, therefore, that DCC-negative DA axons are the only fibers to reach the cortex because DCC-expressing DA fibers undergo target recognition events earlier along their path. Impaired DCC signaling within these DA fibers may increase the likelihood of target recognition errors and result in ectopic innervation of more anterior targets by these affected DA fibers. Indeed, when DCC function within DA neurons is compromised, we observe a marked increase (approximately two-to threefold) in the number of DA fibers expressing DCC in the mPFC. A role for DCC in target recognition and axon differentiation has been described in other systems. [53] [54] [55] Certainly, the fact that dcc conditional heterozygous and homozygous mice do not have an altered number of DA varicosities in the NAcc and dorsal striatum supports the idea that DCC is not required for early DA axon pathfinding to this region. It is important to note that a complete understanding of the spatiotemporal development of the DA projection to the mPFC is lacking. In light of our current knowledge and the data that we have gathered, the proposed hypothesis is the most parsimonious. In support of our current hypothesis, a recent study indicates that new afferent fibers from the mPFC and NAcc continue to innervate the VTA between adolescence and adulthood. 56 The functional significance of the presence of sporadic DCCexpressing mesocortical DA neurons in the normal animal is very intriguing. The fact that only a small increase in these fibers can bring about changes in the organization of mPFC DA circuitry, with marked functional consequences, suggests that these fibers serve a crucial function and that their number and connectivity is tightly regulated. The fact that a homozygous loss-of-function mutation of dcc does not produce a more marked phenotype than a heterozygous mutation supports this notion.
The organization of mPFC DA circuits requires DCC signaling by mesolimbic DA neurons during adolescence. How is DCC function recruited specifically during this developmental period? In our virus studies, inactivation of dcc from early adolescence, but not in adulthood, recapitulated the anatomical and behavioral phenotypes observed in the dcc conditional mice. By PND 21 DA fibers in the striatum and other limbic regions have reached their maximum density and begin to undergo an intense period of dynamic changes in activity and connectivity. 4, 6, [57] [58] [59] These alterations in limbic DA neurons may promote DCC signaling by increasing its translocation to the membrane surface. 60 In addition, another family of netrin-1 receptors may be involved: the UNC5 homologues. This netrin-1 receptor family signals repulsion by forming receptor complexes with DCC. 61 As such, the ratio of DCC to UNC5-homologue receptors in a cell may determine whether it will respond to netrin-1 with attraction or repulsion. UNC5C expression by DCC-positive DA neurons emerges in early adolescence and may determine the timing of when these genes influence mPFC DA organization. 12 In fact, similar to the dcc haploinsufficient and conditional models, we have recently shown that adult unc5c haploinsufficient mice exhibit a selective increase in DA innervation to the mPFC and protection against amphetamine-induced locomotion, but only after adolescence. 62 The adolescent emergence of UNC5C in DCCexpressing DA neurons may alter DCC-mediated function. 61 Adolescence is a vulnerable period for neurodevelopmental psychiatric disorders that involve alterations in mPFC circuitry and cognitive dysfunction. 63 Our findings in the dcc conditional mice suggest that reduced DCC function within DA neurons, specifically during adolescence, confers resilience against these disorders. Support for a role of DCC in influencing susceptibility to psychopathology is our finding that DCC expression is increased in postmortem brains of depressed human subjects who committed suicide. Our recent report of an association between schizophrenia and a genetic variation in DCC that may involve dysregulation of DCC expression 26 further substantiates this idea. Pharmacological and prophylactic interventions earlier in life may alter DCC function in the DA system and in turn may have an impact on disease outcome. The idea of DCC as therapeutic target during adolescence is compelling given the increasing consensus that interventions at the earliest signs of disease may be more effective.
